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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 95
 
How will you ensure that all unnecessary Proviso metric data paritions have been deleted?
 

A. By using dbMgr purgePartitions 
B. By using dbMgr showPurgePartitions 
C. By using dbRegEdit CHANNELS.COMMON 
D. By using the Proviso Info Manager's Database Info pane 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 96 
Which two of the  following statements are correct regarding  baseline thresholds? (Choose 
two.) 

A. Baseline thresholds are user-defined, unchanging goals on a metric. 
B. Baseline thresholds compare current data to sliding range of historical data sets. 
C. Baseline thresholds use current performance to establish dynamic performance goals. 
D. Baseline thresholds  increase  processor,  memory,  and  disk  utlization  for  the Complex 
Metric Engine. 
E. Baseline thresholds have no impact on storage, because any violations are directly sent to 
trap destinations. 

Answer: B, D 

QUESTION: 97 
When using resmgr to delete (unlink) a report from a subelement group, which entity must you 
use? 

A. agp 
B. app 
C. segp 
D. linkGroupS 
E_APP 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 98 
When monitoring the proviso.log file, you notice that CME.1.1 has exceeded its quota and is 
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in the congested state. Which two of the following conditions could cause this situation? 
(Choose two.) 

A. FTE.1.1 has stopped moving files into the CME do directory. 
B. LDR.1 has stopped moving files from the CME done directory. 
C. LDR.1 has stopped moving files from the CME output directory. 
D. DLDR.1 has stopped moving files from the CME done directory. 
E. The number of active subelements has increased, and the amount of data processed by the 
CME is higher. 

Answer: C, E 

QUESTION: 99 
Why are both a SilverStream and a DataView user required to access Proviso reports from the 
Web portal? 

A. A SilverStream  user is  required  to allow any  SilverStream  server in  a cluster  to serve 
reports. 
B. SilverStream provides user authentication, while DataView provides user authorization to 
reports. 
C. SilverStream provides user security, while DataView user allows any DataView server in the 
cluster to serve reports. 
D. SilverStream provides association between a user and reports, while DataView provides 
authorization and authentication for the user. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 100 
You have been provided the name of a report  and group. Which process would you use to 
place the report within the named group? 

A. Select the report from the Report tab and drag it to the named group in the Report SEGroup tab. 
B. Select the report from the Report tab and drag it to the named group in the Subelement 
Group tab. 
C. Select the report from the Report tab, and press Ctrl-C and Ctrl-V on the named group in the 
Report SEGroup tab. 
D. Select the report from the Report tab, and press Ctrl-C and Ctrl-V on the named group in the 
Subelement Group tab. 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 101 
The  Proviso  system  has  just  been  installed  and  a clean  inventory has  been  performed. The 
requests  have  been  launched,  and  the  SNMP  DataLoad  and  DataChannel  are  all 
running  perfectly.  Within  1 hour  and  30 minutes,  a Group  Summary  Table  report  is 
generated. The groups are present, but there is no data. What is the best explanation as to 
why there is no data in the reports? 

A. The DataChannel has not yet aggregated the collected data and completed its end-of-hour 
load. 
B.  DataView   cannot  connect   to the   DataChannel   real-time   engine   through   CORBA. 
Therefore, there is no data in the reports. 
C. The Web user profile is set up to view data in 4-hour granularity, not 1-hour granularity. 
Therefore, DataView cannot access data until 4 hours later. 
D. Because the system is new, DataView does not have access to the data in the database. 
Therefore, DataView cannot accurately aggregate and report on the data yet. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 102 
Two reports are generated  for  the same subelements: one report  contains simple  SNMP 
data,  and  the  other,  complex  data.  No  data  is  found  in  the  complex  data  report.  You 
know  that  the missing  metric  is  Inbound   Bandwidth  Utilization  with  dbIndex  123456. 
How would  you test the Complex Metric Engine datafiles for data? 

A. bofDump -r 123456 *.BOF 
B. bofDump -m 123456 *.BOF 
C. bofDump -r 'Inbound bandwidth Utilisation' *.BOF 
D. bofDump -m 'Inbound bandwidth Utilisation' *.BOF 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 103
 
What component uses the PV_GUI Oracle user?
 

A. SilverStream 
B. The DataMart 
C. The DataView 
D. The DataLoad 
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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 104 
You want to test an SNMP collection formula.  Assuming an administrator has sourced the 
correct dataMart.env, which tool would you use to test an SNMP collections formula? 

A. formedit 
B. formuedit 
C. pvm, then choose request editor 
D. pvm, then choose resource editor 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 105 
Why  is  the  CLI  command  dbMgr  versionSupportLevelDump  the  preferred  method  to 
obtain version information for all Proviso components? 

A. It uses the Proviso database registry to obtain the component versions. 
B. It reports versions directly from the version file for each component and is faster. 
C.  It  uses  the  CORBA  bus  to interact  with  all  registered  components  and  obtains  their 
versions. 
D. The dbMgr utility exists on the DataMart and is capable of talking to all other Proviso 
components. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 106 
Which  two  of  the  following  tools  can  be  used  to  determine  an SNMP  DataLoad  is 
running?(Choose two.) 

A. pismgr 
B. pvmdctrl 
C. pvmdmgr 
D. dialogTest2 
E. checkSystem 

Answer: B, D 
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